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BACKGROUND: The Center for Consumer Freedom (CCF) is seeking a grant of $150,000 grant in

support of its public education campaign against environmental radical organizations.

CCF is a nonprofit group created by Bradley grantee Rick Berman of Berman and Company - a research,

communications, and advertising firm in Washington, D.C. CCF has demonstrated an ability to expose

radical groups that stand in opposition to public policies that support the democratic free market system.

Berman and his colleagues propose to launch a project aimed at raising questions about the credibility of

the Sierra Club, the Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC),and Food and Water Watch. This new

CCF managed effort will be called Big Green Radicals. Once up and running it will sen/e as a

clearinghouse of information on all well-funded, radical environmental groups. The Project will include the

following components: new, updated research profiles for the NRDC, Food and Water Watch, and Sierra

Club; standalone websites for all three organizations; a Facebook group seeded with several thousand

fans to provide a base for the message; the production of two online videos to explain the real agenda of

the environmental left; and Google keyword advertising for members of the media and the public

searching for information about one of the targeted groups.

A grant of $150,000 is requested as seed money to get the project up and running. Once up and running

support will be sought from foundations and corporations to grow the organization. The next step will be

to hire a spokesperson and launching targeted media efforts - including vendors, advertisements, op-eds

and street theater to confront these groups wherever they are active.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION: CCF's public education projects have been very effective in providing pro-

liberty groups with timely information to make the case against its opponents on the left. Combining video

advertisements that drive viewers to websites presenting the facts and figures of a case CCF has

developed a winning formula for disseminating widely a compelling argument against groups whose

message in one way or another stands in opposition to the basic principles, values and institutions of our

democratic principles, values and institutions.

A grant of $150,000 is recommended.


